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A Change Making Machine.—This machine has holders for stacks of coins, and an electric motor which reciprocates a carriage to which fingers are pivoted for ejecting the lower coins from the stacks, pivoted plates lying normally in the paths of the fingers to prevent them from engaging their respective coins, electro magnetic mechanism being provided to shift any particular one of the pivoted plates out of the path of its corresponding finger to permit the last to eject a coin. The patent, No. 1,007,167, is to Everett A. Wickline of Olympia, Wash. Baked Beans as a Hair Tonic.—We have always understood that, as a diet, pork and beans was “filling” but it remained for a California inventor, Thomas H. Bartlett, to find out a few years ago, that it had the property of “filling” the hair into the head and to cause that already in place to “stick to “ its support. In his patent, No. 920,902, Mr. Bartlett describes his hair tonic as consisting of pork fat, bean oil and other specified ingredients, and describes with great particularity the cooking of a very nice edible dish of baked beans preparatory to completing the tonic. Thus in the description forming part of his patent be says: “I take three cups of common white beans and three pounds of salt pork. The beans are par-boiled, and then boiled with the pork for eight hours, and then covered tight and baked for twelve hours.” With brown bread that would make a pretty good Saturday night tea in Boston. An Umbrella Useful with Big Hats.— An umbrella that should be popular with the ladies wearing large hats is shown in a patent, No. 1,008,456, to Leo C. Bail', of York, Pa. The stick or staff is in sections which include parallel links so arranged that while the handle portion of the staff may extend up in front of a big hat, the links will extend back over the hat so that the center of the canopy of the umbrella or parasol will be about over the center of the hat, although the parallel links may be adjusted into alinement with the rest of the staff. These columns are open to all patentees. The notices are inserted by special arrangement with the inventors. Terms on application to the Advertising Department of the Scientific American. Electrical Devices. SELF-SWITCHING ALARM.—B. Uhlmann, 72 Planderville Avenue, Garfield, N. J. This invention relates to burglar alarms for doors and itle like, and its object is to provide a new and improved self-switching alarm, arranged to sound an alarm on retracting the key-controlled locking bolt of the door lock, and adopted to be normally held in a set position to permit of opening and closing the door, say during the day, without ringing the alarm. ELECTRICAL PROGRAM CLOCK.—Gott-lieb P.. Mildb, Sweet Home, Ore. This invention relates to time-controlled electric alarms for periodically sounding alarms, and its object is to provide a new program clock for use in schools, railroad stations, hotels and other places, and arranged to periodically sound alarm.s, to economize in battery power, and to provi
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